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Master the Ribbon, powerful graphics capabilities, and more! Your one-stop guide to great-looking

spreadsheets that actually mean something Create colorful spreadsheets and charts, use Live

Preview, and maximize everything Excel 2007 has to offer! Find just what you need to know about

using the new Ribbon, designing spreadsheets that communicate, editing and printing them,

working with formulas, protecting your data when you collaborate, turning out cool charts, and much

more. The included four-color insert highlights the Ribbon, new graphics features, and more!

Discover how to  Create dynamic spreadsheets with style galleries Work with more than 40 new cell

styles Automate formatting with Live Preview Share Excel data with other programs Use VBA to

write custom Excel functions
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Great! Saved us unkown hours of headache. Probably not needed for the real pros, but then it is

designed for us dummies and does as advertised.If you are not up on the latest Escel don't try to

figure it out without this book or one like it.

I needed reminders for my fairly minimal use. Phew! 738 pages of info Plus the helpful 39 page

index! I'm quickly finding my needed bits and pieces. There is more there than I'll ever need or use.

I highly reccommend!



Very clear and concise, but 8 in 1 is more than I needed. The standard Excel 2007 would have

sufficed. My only complaint is the book is too thick and therefore clumsy to handle. Two volumes

would have been better.

I know everything about Excel, except Formulas. When my son, the college student, asked for help

with Excel, I said sure no problem. He needed help with Excel formulas. I immediately went on .com

and bought Excel 2007 for Dummies. On his first test (after reading and studying the book), he got

an 87%! Need I say more..

This is one piece of software that I never was able to manage. Perhaps it was because I didn't use it

enough. The book explained Excel in such a way as to make it understandable, especially regarding

formulas and formatting spreadsheets. I will definitely refer to it often.

I wasn't aware such a great resource existed in such a simple layout. I had taught myself enough in

Excel to do my job, but discovered from others there were many shortcuts to some of the things I

did on a daily basis in Excel 2007 that would make me more efficient at my job. Over the years I

have found  the place to go when I need to see if such an item exists that can help me and if there

is, they always get it to me quickly and at the best price. Once again  came through. This book is an

AWESOME resource I keep at my fingertips. I have had other people in my office ask where I got it.

They were not aware it existed either. It has definitely been a hit in my office where no fresh out of

college persons that would have probably used Excel 2007 on a daily basis in school exists. Most of

us are over the age of 40 and depend on books like this to keep us working efficiently in the rapidly

changing world of technology. You can't go wrong with this book!

It's definitely an all in one desk reference!!!! From pivot tables to data analysis I couldn't ask for a

better resource :-)

I hadn't had any experience using Excel and ordered this book for help. It's good for beginners and

gives lots of good information and easy to follow tips. It is a big book but you can find answers to

your questions quickly without reading the whole thing. I recommend it for "dummies" like me.
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